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NUMERICAL 

RECIPES 

Bessel Functions Of Fractional Order 

William H. Press and Saul A. Teukolsky 

T
his is the first of a two-part column on the subject of 
Bessel functions of fractional order. In this part we 
will give routines for the ordinary Bessel functions, 

and (as an application) for spherical Bessel functions. In 
the next issue, we will conclude with modified Bessel 
functions and (another application) Airy functions. 

Many algorithms have been proposed for numerically 
computing Bessel functions. For integer orders there are 
several good ways. 1-3 Fractional orders, however, present 
difficulties. Many of the proposed methods are simply 
inaccurate, especially in regions where the functions are 
nearly singular. Often the methods involve awkward 
schemes to find starting points for backward recurrences. 
By contrast, the routines given here are robust; we 
recommend them wholeheartedly. If you like, you can use 
the routines as black boxes and skip the rest of this 
column, which presents the theory behind them. 

The basic idea is Steed's method,4-6 which was 
originally developed for Coulomb wave functions. The 
methodcalculatesJv,J~, Yv , and Y~ simultaneously, and 

so involves four relations among these functions. Three of 
the relations come from two continued fractions, one of 
which is complex. The fourth is provided by the 
Wronskian relation 

(1) 

The first continued fraction, CFl, is a standard one 
that can be derived from the recurrence relation: 

I _J~_v Jv+1 
=------

J v x J v 

v 

x 2(v+l)/x- 2(v+2)/x-
(2) 

Forward evaluation of the continued fraction by one of the 
methods of Ref. 7 is essentially equivalent to backward 
recurrence of the recurrence relation. The rate of 
convergence of CFl is determined by the position of the 

turning point x tp = ~ v( v + 1) ;:::; v, beyond which the 

Bessel functions become oscillatory. If x S x,p' conver

gence is very rapid. If x ;:;: x'p' then each iteration of the 

continued fraction effectively increases v by 1 until 
x S x,p; thereafter rapid convergence sets in. Thus the 

number of iterations ofCFl is of order x for large x. In the 
routine bessjy in Box 1 we set the maximum allowed 
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number of iterations to 10 000. For larger x, you can use 
the usual asymptotic expressions for Bessel functions. 

One can show that the sign of J v is the same as the 

sign of the denominator of CFl once it has converged. 
The complex continued fraction CF2 is defined by 

p+iq 
J~ + iY~ 
J v + iYv 

__ 1_ + i + J...- (112)2 - V (3/2)2 - V 
2x x 2(x + i) + 2(x + 2i) + 

(3) 

(We defer the derivation of CF2 to the analogous case of 
modified Bessel functions, in our next column.) This 
continued fraction converges rapidly for x;:;: x'p' while 

convergence fails as x-o. We will have to adopt a special 
method for small x. For x not too small, we can ensure 
that x;:;: x'p by a stable recurrence of J v and J ~ 

downwards to a value v = 11 S x, thus yielding the ratio III 

at this lower value of v. This is the stable direction for the 
recurrence relation. The initial values for the recurrence 
are 

Jv = arbitrary, J ~ = IJv, (4) 

with the sign of J v chosen from the sign of the 

denominator of CFl. Choosing the initial value of J v very 

small minimizes the possibility of overflow during the 
recurrence. The recurrence relations are 

J v _ 1 = (v/x)Jv + J~, 
J~_I = [(v-l)/x]Jv_1 -Jv • (5) 

Once CF2 has been evaluated at v = 11, then with the 
Wronskian (1) we have enough relations to solve for all 
four quantities. The formulas are simplified by introduc
ing the quantity 

y= (p - III )/q. 

Then 

J
il 

= ±{W/[q+Y(P-IIl)]}1/2, 

J~ =IIlJIl' 

Yll = yJIl' 

Y~ = Y
ll 

(p + q/y). 

(6) 

(7) 

(8) 

(9) 

(10) 

The sign of J
il 

in (7) is chosen to be the same as the sign of 

the initial Jv in (4). 

Once all four functions have been determined at the 
value v = 11, we can find them at the original value of v. 
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Box 1 

c 

S11BROVTlliE b".jy(::r.,xnu,rj ,ry.rjp.ryp) 
ItI'lEC£lI K.llIT 

REAL rj .rjp.ry .ryp,:r.,1Ilu,lKIM 

DDtJBLE PIlECISIOH EPS,Fl'KU,PI 

PAR..lKETEIl(EPS-l .• -10 I FPMIR:.;1 .• -30 ,K1.IIT-10000 ,DUI-2. , 

PI-3.141S926SJS89793dO) 

USES cheb 

Returns: th~ BelRI functions rj ~ JtI • ry = Yv ~nd their derivat ives rjp = Jt. ryp = Y~. 
for positi\It" x and for DU ;;;;; 1/ ~ O. The relative accuracy is within one Of two significant 
digits 01 EPS. except nUl a zero of one of t~ functions. where EPS controls: its absolute accu
lacy. FPMII is <II number close to the- mlc.hinc', smallelt fl~tin, point numb!!!,- All internal 
,arithmetic is in double pr«ision. To c.onvert the entire rout ine to double pr«ision. chlnlc the 

RE..lL declaration above ilnd decrease EPS to lO-1&, Abo convert the subroutine cheb. 

IRttC£R. i,iaign.l .1l1 

DOUBLE PRECISIO:N ., b, br, bi I C , cr ,ci.d ,d..l,deU.elten.di ,dlr ,elli, 

dr, te,f ,fact ,fact2 .1act3.ft ,gam,gaml ,gam2,gBlll!ll.i ,gewpl,h. 

p. pimu. pimu2 ,q ,r, rjl, rj 11, rjmu , -rjpl.rjpl. rjtltmp ,ry1, 

rymu ,rymap.rytemp. IIUJII •• uml, temp,v ,x2, xi ,xi2, xm.n, xmu2 

U(x . h . O .. or.~ftu.lt . O.) pause 'bad argument. in be •• jy' 

it (x .It. Dt UI') then ul i, the tlumbt.I of dowtlwatd ,eel,lllencn Qf the J ', 4nd 

nl-int(xnu+.5dO) &.Ipwa,d rec:UUtl\(:d ol. Y:s .• :r;_u lie, between '7 1/2 4nd 

else ;t:nfc;.,c:r; I:,:~ N~:!:I(~ I ~'~h::;= . to th,1t x 111 "utu 

nl-max(O, int(xnu-x+l. 5dO» 

end!f 

xmu·xnu-nl 

xJ:I.I,12-;rJ::m-xcu 

xi-l.dO/x 

%i2-2. dO-xi 

v-xi2/PI 

isign-l 

h-xnu*J:i 

it(h.1t .fPMU)h-FPKIN 

b-xi2-J:ftu 

doO. dO 

e"h 

dOli i-I,:HJ.II't 

b- b+J:i2 

d - b-d 

if(.bl (d) .1t .Fl'MIN)d:FPMIN 

cEb-l.dO/c 

if(abl(e).lt .FPMIN).-FPMIN 

d-1. dO/d 

d.el-c·d 

TheWrQtllIkiu . 

E'llaluate eFt by modified Len.,;' , method , iaip hepi t ,.eli: 
olli,,. chaniU itl the dttlomil'llatot . 

h-del.h 

it(d .lt.O.dO)isign--isigl'l. 

if(ab.(dol-l.dO) .1t.EPS)go to I 

enddoll 

paos. IJ: too large iD b ••• jy; try asymptotic expansion' 

eOAtilLUte 

rj l-iaign.FPHII Illitialiu J~ .. nod J! (01 downw .. ,d 'lKurrCIIU. 

rjpl-l\.*rjl 

rjll-rjl Stott; 'uluu for lat,,! reculin,. 

rjpl-rjpl 

dOn l-:nltl.-l 

rjtltmp .. tact.rj l+rjpl 

fact - fact-xi 

rjpl-fact*rjttecp-rj 1 

rjl- rjtomp 

_nddo., 

U(rjl.oq.O. dOlrjl-EPS 

t-rjpl/rjl Now have un"Ofm~l i lCd J,. ./ld J; . 
it (x, l t .IHIlf ) then UMM:nu. 

pimu- PI*mu 

if(ab'(pim.) .1t. EPS)thon 

fact-pimu/ .in(picu) 

.ndif 

d--log(x2) 

if(aba(o) .1t .EPSltho. 

f"act2""1.40 

tel.te 

fact2-.inh(te)/. 

endif 

call eheb(Ulu.gaml . gam2,gampl , gammi) Cllebyllhe;v evaluatiotl of r l iIInd r,. 
ff-2. dO/Phfact* (gul-coshCe) +ga.m2-tact2*d) 10. 
e~.xp(e) 

p· ./(g ... p1'PI) Po. 

q01. dO/(ooPhgacmi) ... 

pimu2-0.6dO.pimu 

U(aba(pi ... 2) . lt .EPS)tho. 

f'act3 - t .dO 

tel.te 

fact3-dn(pimu2) /pimu2 

.ndif 

r-PI·pimu2*f.ct3-faet3 

c a l-dO 

d--x2-x2 

sum- ff+r-q 

suml- p 

do u i-l.K11IT 

ff-(i'ff+p+q) l(i'I-.,..2) 

c - e_d/i 

p-p/(1-"",u) 

q-q/(i+.,..) 

cl.l-c.(ff+r_q) 

.um-.am+cltel 

dell-c*p-i-4el 

.uml-.uml+d.ll 

if(ab.(dol).1t.(1 dO+.b.( .... ».EPS)go to 2 

endclo II 

pau •• 'be •• ,. .erite. failed to converge' 

continue 

rymu--.um 

ryl--sWl!.l·xi2 

ryDIUp.n:au*xi_ry:cu-ryl 

rjllo-v/(rymllp-f'rymu) Equ .. tiotl (13) , 

tel •• Evaluate CF2 by modified lentz"s; mel hod . (,""plu .,ith· 
":Ictic dOlle W;th ,ul \la,i. blH fot pottability in dCKIblt pu:t:t. . -. 2SdO-xmu2 

p--.540-x1 

qo1.dO 

br- 2.40*x 

bi- 2.dO 

fact - .*.z:i/(p'p+q'q) 

cr-br+q-'act 

ci- bi+p.fact 

clten-br*br+bi-bi 

clr- br/clen 

di- -bi/d •• 

cLlr - cr-dr-ci*di 

4U- cr*di+ci·dr 

tUl.p- p'dlr-q-dli 

q- p·dli+q*cllr 

p-te:np 

do II i-2,K11IT 

a - a+2-(1-1 ) 

bi-bi+2 . 40 

drEa._dr+br 

di- a·di+bi 

if(ab.(IIr)_.b.(di) .1t .FPMIN)dr-FPMIN 

t,ac:t - al (cr-cr+ei.ci) 

cr-br+cr .. t.et 

ci"bi-ci-fact 

H(ab.(er)+ab.(oi) .1t .FPMIN)oroFPHIN 

d.eo- d.rtlldr+di.di 

d..r - dr/d.o 

d.i--d.i/den 

dlr"'cr·dr- ei·di 

dli - c.r·d1+ei-dr 

temp-p.dlr-q_dli 

q - p.dli+q-dlr 

p-ttemp 
if(ab.(dlr-1.dO)+.b.(dli).lt . EPS)go to J 

enddo It 

paus. 'efl t6i1e4 i11 bteu jy' 

continute 

g"'- (p-f)fq E.",;.", (6) - (10) . 

rjID"'qr1> (vI ((p-f ).g"'+q» 

rjmu-.ign(rjmu,rj 1) 

rymu"'rjmu*gam 

rymup-rYllul - (p+q/gam) 

ryl - xmu-xi.rymil,l--rymup 

endif 

taet-rj=.u/tj1 

rj""rjU-f,act 

rjp·rjpl-fact 

do I~ i-l f n1 Upw"d IC'CUrlC'nee: 01 Y .. 

ryto:p- (mu+ i) - x12- ryl-rymu 

rymu-ryl 

ryl - rytep 
tenddoll. 

ryz rymu 

rYP- xDu-xi*rymu-ryl 

rtetarn 

END 
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NUMERICAL RECIPES 

For J v and J~, simply scale the values in (4) by the ratio 

of (7) to the value found after applying the recurrence 
(5). The quantities Y v and Y ~ can be found by starting 

with the values in (9) and (10) and using the stable 
upwards recurrence 

Yv + I = (2vlx) Yv - Yv - I' (1) 

together with the relation 

(2) 

Now turn to the case of small x, when CF2 is not suit
able. Temme8 has given a good method of evaluating Yv 

and Yv + I' and hence Y~ from (2), by series expansions 

that accurately handle the singularity as x- O. The 
expansions only work for I vi < 112, and so now the 
recurrence (5) is used to evaluate fat a value v = f1 in this 
interval. Then one calculates J{t from 

J{t = W I(Y~ - YJ) (3) 

and J ~ from (8). The values at the original value of v are 

determined by scaling as before, and the Y's are recurred 
up as before. 

Temme's series are 
00 

Yv = - I ckgk , 

k=O 

Here, 

C k = ( - x 21 4) k 1 k ! OS) 

while the coefficients gk and hk are defined in terms of 

quantities Pk, q k' and fk that can be found by recursion: 

gk = fk + (2/v)sin2( V1T12)qk' 

hk = - kgk + Pk, 

Pk = Pk _ I I(k - v), (6) 
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qk = qk _ I I(k + v), 

fk = (kfk-, +Pk-I +qk_I)/(k
2 -v). 

The initial values for the recurrences are 

Po = (111T) (x/2) - 'T( 1 + v), 

qo = 011T)(x/2),TO - v), (7) 

2 V1T [ sinh u ( 2 ) ] fo=--.-- coshur,(v) +--In - r 2 (v) , 
1T sm V1T u x 

with 

u = v In(2/x), 

rl(v) =_1_( __ 1__ I) 
2v ro - v) - ro + v) , 

(8) 

r 2(v)=- + . I (I I) 
2 ro - v) ro + v) 

The whole point of writing the formulas in this way is that 
the potential problems as v-O can be controlled by 
evaluating v1Tlsin V1T, sinh ulu, and r , carefully. In 
particular, Temme gives Chebyshev expansions for r I (v) 

and r 2 (v). We have rearranged his expansion for r I to be 
explicitly an even series in v. Since the Chebyshev 
polynomials satisfy T 2n (x) = Tn (2x2 

- I), we can evalu

ate a series of even Chebyshev polynomials in the same 
way 1-3 we evaluate an ordinary series, but with the 
argument x replaced by 2X2 - 1. The routine is shown in 
Box 2. 

The routine assumes v;;;.O. For negative v you can use 
the reflection formulas 

J _ v = cos V1T Jv - sin V1T Yv , 

Y _ v = sin V1TJv + cos V1T YV ' (19) 

The routine also assumes x> O. For x < 0 the 
functions are in general complex, but expressible in terms 
of functions with x> O. For x = 0, Yv is singular. 

NUMERICAL RECIPES 

For J v and J~, simply scale the values in (4) by the ratio 

of (7) to the value found after applying the recurrence 
(5). The quantities Yv and Y ~ can be found by starting 

with the values in (9) and (10) and using the stable 
upwards recurrence 

Yv+ I=(2vlx)Yv-Yv _ I' (11) 

together with the relation 

(12) 

Now turn to the case of small x, when CF2 is not suit
able. Temme8 has given a good method of evaluating Yv 

and Yv + I' and hence Y~ from (12), by series expansions 

that accurately handle the singularity as x- O. The 
expansions only work for I vi < 112, and so now the 
recurrence (5) is used to evaluate f at a value v = J.-L in this 
interval. Then one calculates J{t from 

J{t = WI(Y~ - Y~ (13) 

and J ~ from (8). The values at the original value of v are 

determined by scaling as before, and the Y's are recurred 
up as before. 

Temme's series are 
00 

Yv = - I ckgk, Y,,+ I = 
k=O 

Here, 

C k = ( - x 2 14) k I k ! (15) 

while the coefficients gk and hk are defined in terms of 

quantities h, q k' and fk that can be found by recursion: 

gk =/k + (2/v)sin
2
(v1T12)qk' 

hk = - kgk +h, 

h = Pk _ I I(k - v), 

Box 2 

SOBROIlTUE ebob( •• g..,l.gam2.gacpl,gOOll:li) 

UTECEIl rOSE1,KUSE2 

DOOBLE PRECISION gaml,gac2 .gameli .gampl,. 

PAIUKETER(NOSEl-5,NUSE2-5) 

c uses chebev 

(16) 

Evalu.tes r 1 .nd r2 by Ch~b)'shev expans~n fOf 1%1 $ 1/2. Also retu rns l/r(J + x) and 
l / r(1 - x) . If convertinc to double precision, set JIOSE1 = 1. NOSE2 = 8. 

REAL .. ,e1(7) . <2(8) ,ebobo. 

SAVE e1,c2 

DATA <1/-1.142022680371172dO ,6 . 5165H267076d- 3, 

3 . 08709017308d-4, - 3 .470626964d-6 ,6. 943764d- 9, 

3 . 6780d-H, -1.36d-131 

DATA <2/1 . 843740587300906dO, -. 0768S2840844786dO, 

1 . 2719271366SSd-3, -4 . 971736704d-6 ,-3.3126120d-8, 

2 .42310d-10, -1. 70d-13 , - 1 . d - 151 

xx-a.d.O"x":r:-l.dO Multiply :I. by 2 to mah rUle be - I to 1, ud then ~p. 

gaml -chebev( -1. ,1. ,cl, NOSE1.xx) ~~ ... ':':~ii:-m~tion fOf n.aluati"1 e:'Itll Ch.eby. 

gaml-cheo.v( -1 • • 1 . • c2 .NUSE2 ,xx) 

gampl- gB.Q2-x"g&l:ll 

gam:lli-gam2+x.gaml 

returD 
END 
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Box 3 

SOBR.OlTIINE 'phb •• (n.x,.j ,.y •• jp •• yp) 

I1TEGEIl n 

C USES be:IfJjy 

Returns Iphe,ic~1 Bessel functionl j,,(z). yn(z). ~nd their derintives j~(z) . Vn(z) for intecer 
n , 

P.E.1L :tactor • order ,rj .rjp. ry .ryp.RTPI02 

PAIUKETEIl(RTPI02-1.2633141) 

if(n.lt.O.or.x.le . O.)pau..e 'bad arguments in aphbes' 

ord..r-u+O.S 

call b ••• jy(x,order ,rj fry ,rjp,ryp) 

taetor- RTPI02l.q" (x) 

.j-:tactor.rj 

sy-~.ctor.ry 

.jp . ~actor.rjp-.j 1(2 . • x) 

ayp.~actor.ryp-.y/(2 .• x) 

r 'etu.rn 

END 

qk = qk _ I I(k + V), 

fk = (kfk_1 +Pk - I +qk _ I)/(k
2 -v). 

The initial values for the recurrences are 

Po = (1/1T) (x/2) - 'T( 1 + v), 

qo = (1/1T)(x/2),T(1 - v), (17) 

2 V1T [ sinh a ( 2 ) ] fo=--.-- cosharl(v) +--In - r 2 (v) , 
1T sm V1T a x 

with 

a = v In(2Ix), 

rl(v) =_1_( 1 _ 1 ), 
2v r(1 - v) r(1 + v) 

(18) 

r2(V)=~( I + 1 .). 
2 r(1 - v) r(1 + v) 

The whole point of writing the formulas in this way is that 
the potential problems as v-O can be controlled by 
evaluating v1T/sin V1T, sinh ala, and r l carefully. In 
particular, Temme gives Chebyshev expansions for r I (v) 

and r 2 (v). We have rearranged his expansion for r I to be 
explicitly an even series in v. Since the Chebyshev 
polynomials satisfy T211 (x) = Til (2x2 

- 1), we can evalu

ate a series of even Chebyshev polynomials in the same 
wayl-3 we evaluate an ordinary series, but with the 
argument x replaced by 2X2 - 1. The routine is shown in 
Box 2. 

The routine assumes v>O. For negative v you can use 
the reflection formulas 

J _ v = cos V1T J
v 

- sin V1T Y y , 

Y _ y = sin V1TJv + cos V1T Yv' (19) 

The routine also assumes x> O. For x < 0 the 
functions are in general complex, but expressible in terms 
of functions with x > O. For x = 0, Yv is singular. 



Spherical Bessel Functions 

For integer n, these are defined by 

jn (x) = ~1T/2x I n+ 112 (x), 

Yn(X) =~1T/2x Yn+ 1/2(X). (20) 

They can be evaluated by a call to bessjy, and the 
derivatives can safely be found from the derivatives of 
equation (20). This is done in the routine sphbes in Box 
3. 

Note that in the continued fraction CF2 in (3) just 
the first term survives for v = 1/2. Thus one can make a 
very simple algorithm for spherical Bessel functions along 
the lines of bessjy by always recursingjn down to n = 0, 

setting p and q from the first term in CF2, and then recurs
ing Yn up. No special series is required near x = o. 
However, bessjy is already so efficient that we have not 
bothered to provide an independent routine for spherical 
Bessels. • 

In our next column: Modified Bessel functions and 
Airy functions. 
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